
I would describe CCS online environment as a safe and orderly place.
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My teacher(s) are accessible, responsive, and communicate
appropriately
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Someone at CCS cares about me.

65 responses

I feel well prepared for my next level of schooling through the curriculum,
testing, and supplemental resources offered at CCS.

65 responses

I have access to the tools and resources needed to be successful as a
student.

65 responses
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If no, what tools or resources do you need?

11 responses

none

I have all the resources I need.

nothing

teachers

i don't feel challenged enough. if it makes sense, i feel bored so i don't want to try. the videos
are very monotonous and i feel like i dont know a single one of my teachers. it makes me feel
bored with the material because there aren't alternate ways to show my learning. sometimes
the videos say the same thing we learned already and its not possible to skip it. i just need a
better way to show my learning, or rather something other than a 100 point 10 question quiz.

Nothing

I agree.

NA

list of supplies for Kindergarten for classes like art

None

The students in the online program, or when visiting in-person at CCS, are
respectful to each other.

65 responses
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I'm happy to be a student at CCS.

65 responses
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What class or classes do you wish CCS could add to our online curriculum?

37 responses

art

No classes.

I don't know

i don't know because i really liked all the classes to be fair

Forensic Science

Not any off the top of my head I like it how it is

probally none cause i hate school

So far there is none in particular

Non

More Agriculture classes and animal science

russian

I wish CCS would add some fun classes into the online curriculum to keep students motivated.

im not sure i like how it is

n/a

outdoors/ nature class/ Car class

french

AP art, AP psych, AP statistics

I wish they provided more buisness like classes

I'm not sure

Building classes



Science or history class that is about the Bible.

Physics.

javascipt and software dev

An art class, although my nature class doubles as an art class it would be nice to have one
strictly for art.

I would love just a original art class.

Anatomy.

NA

I didn’t need or think of any classes that should be added.

More art type classes!

There's already a lot of options, i cant think of anymore i would like.

N/A

Baking

I wish there were more options for language classes but I understand that those two are the
most practical

Umm maybe something outdoor

psych

band, music, shop,



*New students only* Why did you choose CCS?

32 responses

Because I wanted to do online and there were a lot of good things said about here

Needing to get out of main stream school, bullying

They care about their students

Because my grandma has a coworker whos son used to go here and they said it was really
good for him

I chose it because it is a good schooling and it allows me to manage multiple things while still
doing school

I heard lots of good about it and I figured it would be a good fit for me as well.

It was the best option for me and for my family

i wanted to go online because there’s way less people

I chose CCS because it was a way of doing school online and knowing that you will get the
necessary credits to graduate.

the flexibility of the schedule

because it seemed like a very good school

So I could get through what I needed to do and not go to public school.

i chose it because a friend recommended it over a basic online curriculum. but id definitely
prefer ccs from this year instead of a fully virtual and automated online school.

I heard it was a really good program and I wanted to try a online school

Because it is A-synchronous.

I didn't want to come here

I choose it because I didn't like my one online school that was at.

I wanted to be able to go faster.



not sure

My friend said it would be a great school since I don't like public schools.

Because It was the best online school around.

NA

I moved to play hockey, and online school was much easier to manage given my schedule.
Also, it is based close to home.

It is easier for me to do my work without other people and distractions around me.

I like online school

Flexible

because it seemed like a very good school

it was available when I needed it

Because I can’t do in school I get distracted too fast

Safer environment

I had too much anxiety to continue to go to brainerd high school. Teachers there didn’t care
and were not kind or patient.

to much trouble



The thing I like most about CCS is...

51 responses

The ability to work at my own pace

The learning couches are always there for you whenever you need them!

My science teacher, Clare Thompson. She understands me a lot.

How fast teachers answers and they really care about you

working at my own pace but staying on task

Flexibility and accountability

How caring the teachers are and how willing they are to help

you can start at anytime and you can take your time on it as well that's what i love the most

How much I like it, it is so much more fun and accessible then most schools

The teachers they all respond good and are respectful and want me to do well

they care and are very helpful

How Jennifer Burners checks in on me and helps me stay focused. I like how the classes are
scheduled and how they don't overwhelm you.

I do like the fact that we having learning coaches that are there for us as well as some of the
course we can't take in other schools.

I can have my learning adjusted to me and the way i learn

Everyone’s caring and helpful

the teachers

The learning coaches reach out and they check in with you when they think you are struggling.

how easy it is compared to other schools.

they work with me when i need help



everything, how nice the teachers are

i like how helpful yall are to your students

the respect. not having to be in a room for 8 hours

how flexible it is

the teachers are very helpful and i’ve had a lot of help during the school year and i’m grateful
for everyone of the teachers

my learning coach Mitch

i like how i can work on my own schedule. if i want to work at 6 am, that's an option. if i want to
take an easy day to rest up, i can do a bit and then rest. i also like how environmentally aware
ccs is. it's nice compared to other schools.

The teacher's are really active and are good at communicating and keeping up with you

Very flexible.

Getting done with school at 10:40 each day

I like that I can move ahead in school.

The teachers.

The flexibility of teachers and other students when something doesn't work out.

The classwork is pretty easy but still a little difficult.

It's flexibility.

It is very achievable and not overwhelming, I love how helpful the teachers are

I love the program, Edgenuity. Also, I feel like the staff are very helpful, understanding, and
kind.

How quickly the teachers / learning coach responds to questions and How the day / schedule
is flexible and I can do my work day, nighttime or on weekends

Its very flexible and you can do your work as you please.

self pace



How I can do homework whenever

Convenience

My teachers

The teachers

there’s a lot

nice people

Not going to school and doing it at my house

The open schedule. I can work at my own pace.

Flexible

I feel like I’m cared about.

the learning coaches

new freinds



One thing I would like to change about CCS is...

42 responses

nothing

Nothing

nothing

nothig

I dont know

Nothing I like it the way it is

The senior seminar class. I don't feel it is useful or necessary.

I think one thing I would like to change is for the tests that are locked, to be unlocked right
away after we pass them that way we don't have to wait hours or sometimes days for them to
be unlocked.

To offer more agricultural classes

im not sure

I dont want to change anything

getting rid of the seminar class; some of the assignments made me do things that I disagree
with.

n/a

teachers responses/ or them not sending a reply back. All teachers occasinally checking in
with students

nothing this school year has honestly been so easy and the teachers are helpful

an option to individualize our classes. some things i've learned before and don't want to spend
a lot of time and effort just relaying it over and over again. i'd like different class plans that
allow us to do things like maybe the chance to write on paper or make our own video showing
our knowledge. its just that the edgenuity classes don't help me learn anything

The amount of time it takes to do certain assignments



Maybe get real reviews instead of quizzes before tests.

Leaving

That they should have an Environmental Elective/ class.

Not a thing.

I would like if all teachers let their students know when they were out of office if possible. I do
understand that sometimes unexpected things come up and can leave staff without time to
update their status. But it can be frustrating when teachers don't announce that they are taking
the day off or going on vacation especially as a online student

I would change nothing.

The amount of assignments due per day.

NA

I have no real concerns.

Adding more monthly fun meets for the highschool

More in person oppurtunities for online kids

Including online students more with school events & activities. I'd like school spirit wear.

N/A

So much school work

make daily work easier to naviagate

Nothing

I'm not a people person, and I prefer to manage myself without interference. I know what
works for me and how I can manage my time. It may seem like a mess to others, but it works
for me. So, I don't like that communication is mandatory in certain situations. If I need to
communicate, I will. If I haven't messaged or discussed something during the month, it's
because I felt no need to. With the exit tickets for senior seminar, along with an assignment or
two from the class, I felt invalidated with the way I chose to handle my own grades. I believe
that, within regards to schooling, communication should be seen as a bonus, not a
requirement.



the ammount of online classrooms

idk



How do you promote the mission of CCS : "Growing environmentally literate,
community impacting learnings of excellence"?

34 responses

I don't know

i don't know

how would i promote it? well i would put it on social media and tell them about how lovely it is
and how my learning skills have gotten so much better over my school years and i would say
that this school has the best learning skills ever

I dont know

I recommend it to friends

if i need any thing i will email someone and they get right back to me to try and figure it out

I do it everyday but doing my work and learning the information that's being taught.

I don't

Trying my best

im not sure

Im not sure

I promote CCS's mission by telling others how much I like it there.

i dont know

just keep the hard work up

a safe place where kids can talk to adults without being mis treated or judged. some Teachers
reach out first.

make sure i always stay ahead

i don’t understand

i mean, i don't really know. i feel like mess-e has helped me learn more about clothing and
such. salt watch is kind of cool to help our cities learn about the road salt



To tell people about my experience and the things I really like about the course.

I don't agree with it.

I think its good.

I promote the mission of CCS by doing my best in my school work and promoting things that I
have learned from my Human Encounters with nature class, into my day to day life.

By putting the things I learn here, into my everyday life.

Being aware to impalement everything i learn into my life and help the world well being

Simple projects like the Salt Watch are fun to do and don’t seem like too much work for a
seminar class compared to the MESS-E project.

by letting my mom and family know new things I am learning about and by telling friends or
people about my school.

Tell people about it.

I don't know

i’m not sure

Not quite sure

i dont know

idk

How satisfied are you with Crosslake Community School's Education
Program?
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